Abstract. Our aim is to compile a catalog of white dwarfs within 40 parsecs of the Sun, in which newly discovered objects would significantly increase the completeness of the current census. White dwarf candidates are identified from the SUPERBLINK proper motion database ([2]), which allows us to investigate stars down to a proper motion limit as low as 40 mas yr −1 . The selection criteria and distance estimates are based on a combination of color-magnitude and reduced proper motion diagrams. Candidates with distances less than 50 parsecs are selected for spectroscopic followup. We present our preliminary sample of spectroscopically confirmed white dwarfs, as well as their atmospheric parameters. These parameters are obtained using the spectroscopic technique developed in [8] for DA stars. DB, DQ, and DZ stars are also analyzed spectroscopically. For featureless spectra as well as those showing only Hα, we perform a detailed photometric analysis of their energy distribution.
INTRODUCTION
The current census of nearby white dwarfs is complete to within 20 parsecs from the Sun, and contains 126 white dwarfs [1] . Since it represents a sample too small for detailed statistical analysis, there is a need to extend the complete sample of white dwarfs to a larger volume. Nearby white dwarfs have been traditionally found in catalogs of stars with large proper motions. In order to improve the statistics of the local white dwarf population, we have been hunting for white dwarfs in the SUPERBLINK catalog.
The SUPERBLINK proper motion database [2] is based on a re-analysis of the POSS-I and POSS-II plates of the Digitized Sky Survey (20-45 yr baseline). Its 1.3 million stars in the Northern sky were identified with a detection level > 95% down to V = 19, and a proper motion limit as low as 0.04 ′′ yr −1 . Because of its low proper motion limit, the SUPERBLINK sample effectively eliminates the kinematic bias of the Luyten catalogs, while detecting all white dwarfs down to the luminosity function turn-off. 
SELECTION METHOD
The first step of our analysis was to gather information about SUBERBLINK stars, as a complement to photographic B F , R I and I N measurements, J2000 coordinates, and proper motions available for each SUPERBLINK star (see [2] ). Catalogs were queried in order to obtain GALEX far-UV (F UV ) and near-UV (N UV ) [4] , SDSS ugriz [3] or 2MASS JHK [6] photometry. Apparent V magnitudes are estimated using the empirical relation V = 0.54B F +0.45R I . Stars are then placed in H g vs (g −z), H V vs (V −J) or H V vs (N UV −V ) reduced proper motion diagrams, depending on the available photometry Selection criteria are applied based on each star's position in the diagram (more details will be given in Limoges et al. 2011, in preparation). Finally, confirmed white dwarfs from [5] are used to obtain color-magnitude calibrations, from which we determine an absolute magnitude and photometric distance for each candidate. Candidates with distance estimates less than 50 parsecs were selected for spectroscopic follow-up.
All spectra have been obtained at Kitt Peak with the Steward Observatory 2.3-m telescope, and the NOAO Mayall 4-m and 2.1-m telescopes. The adopted configurations allow a spectral coverage of λ λ 3200-5300 and λ λ 3800-6700, at a mean resolution of ∼ 6 Å FWHM. A subset of DA and DC stars from our sample of new white dwarfs is shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 2 , a color-color diagram displays the confirmed white dwarfs and candidates for which ugriz data were available. A summary of the spectral types for the 137 new white dwarfs is shown in Table 1 . Finally, a sample of the detailed list of our new white dwarfs, including astrometry and spectral type is given in Table 2. 2
RESULTS
From our list of candidates, 137 white dwarfs 3 were found. Most of these objets were already part of the literature, without spectral type or white dwarf status confirmation. The atmospheric parameters (T eff and log g) of 114 stars were measured. DA stars
